
 

 

2.  Supply List for Oriana Quilt class 
 
 
Do you like modern, bright quilts? Then this class is for you. Do you want to learn curved 
piecing? Then this class is definitely for you. If you want a more muted quilt, you can also 
make this quilt pattern in a more traditional fabric. This is a good quilt to make using jelly 
rolls since all the strips in the circles are 2 1/2 inch wide (you will of course need additional 
fabric besides the jelly rolls).  
 
Oriana is an Alison Glass pattern. The quilt is 60” X 60” but it can be easily made in a 
larger size. The pattern can be preordered for  $11.99 at Sweet Home Quilting and 
Supplies, https://www.sweethomequilting.com (search on TVQA Oriana) or just click on the 
following link, https://www.sweethomequilting.com/shop/TVQA--Oriana-
Workshop.htm?search_keyword=tvqa+-+oriana+workshop   If you pre-order the pattern 
then the shop will mail it to you or you can pick it up at the shop. If you plan to preorder this 
pattern, please don’t wait since it will take the shop time to order the pattern and then mail 
it to you.  
 
This pattern may also be found on-line as a pdf download on the Alison Glass website but 
the template pieces are large so you will have to tape them together or enlarge them which 
could cause inaccuracies. There is a minor correction on this pattern that you can find on 
the Alison Glass website (I will also have copies of the correction in class). I made the quilt 
without the correction, and it didn’t affect the outcome of the quilt. The pattern states there 
is an acrylic template for this pattern, but I couldn’t find the templates and I made the quilt 
without them.  
 
Before Class: Please copy the templates from the pattern onto to printer paper (take 
the sheet to the printer) or trace it onto freezer paper. You can also sew your 2 1/2-
inch strip sets together for the main body of template A before class if you prefer.  If 
you have any questions, please call or text Judy Ballance at 256-658-2021. 
 
 
Class Supplies: 
 
•Oriana Pattern by Alison Glass 
•Fabric according to the pattern 
•Freezer paper or plastic template 
•Rotary cutter 
•Roxanne’s glue baste with a long tip 
•Sewing machine in good working order (optional knee lift) 
•Sewing supplies, pins, rotary cutter, Long Ruler (8 1/2 X 24 or 6 X 24), marking pens or 
chalk pencils, stylist 
•Sewing/Piecing thread (50 or 80 weight) 
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